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Health IT solutions pave the way for “smarter” care



S



SOURCES: INFOCOMM DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE, FORBES AND THE SINGAPORE DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS



ingapore wants to be a “smart” nation – especially when it comes to its healthcare. By anticipating the challenges of the future, such as an ageing population and high urban density, the government plans to implement big data and analytics technologies and sensor networks nation-wide, according to the Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore (IDA). Such initiatives are coming at a crucial time. Singaporeans are living longer. According to the IDA, there will be an estimated 900,000 elderly citizens in Singapore by 2030 – that is, one in five Singaporeans. This is a threefold increase from 300,000 elderly citizens in 2015. Therefore, smart health holds great potential for public health and health systems, and could possibly transform the doctor-patient relationship. myHealth Sentinel, a home-grown healthcare tech firm, is currently partnering with the National University Health System (NUHS), a public health agency, to deliver telehealth services, and is in talks with several nursing homes to provide such services, reported the Straits Times in October. With their platform, elderly patients are able to send data of blood pressure and other metrics to their nurses using sensor cuffs from the comfort of their own homes – sparing them a trip to the hospital. Public-private partnerships like this demonstrate growth in the health tech industry, said William Chew, managing director
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Why do doctors feel the need to do [online] searches? Because medicine is a vast and huge subject, and keeps changing … new drugs



PHOTO CREDITS: HIMSS ASIA PACIFIC



— Monica Mak



DR. ESTELLA GERAGHTY SPEAKING AT THE RECENT HIMSS ASIAPAC15 DIGITAL HEALTHCARE WEEK HELD AT MARINA BAY SANDS, SINGAPORE.



of myHealth Sentinel. Chew also said the telehealth market is “still very much in its infancy” and that “there is room for multiple players, both large and small”.



H smart health Smart health presents a great opportunity for healthcare providers to identify areas that need improvement. Esri, a USbased geospatial solutions provider, works closely with health ministries, public health departments, health systems and hospitals to create layered maps of data. These maps facilitate decision-making for public health policies or infection control, among others. Dr. Estella Geraghty, chief medical officer and health solutions director at Esri, told Global Health and Travel at the recent HIMSS AsiaPac15 Digital Healthcare Week in Singapore that where you live can have a significant impact on your health. “If you live next to an academic medical centre, you’re probably going to have more options than if you’re in a rural area with a local clinic or small hospital,” says Dr. Geraghty. “Place matters in health.” In the Singaporean context, where access to healthcare is much better than in the US, this may not be a concern. Instead, healthcare providers may be interested in how Esri can help them analyse indoor facility traffic patterns or increase operational efficiency, says Dr. Geraghty. “Is your laboratory in the most logical place to ensure efficient patient care? The pharmacy – is the pharmacy in the right place?” Ensuring operations run smoothly translates into cost savings too. One hospital calculated that for every minute a
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patient is late to a surgery for an elective procedure, it costs the hospital US$600. “So this is people [staff] waiting around in an expensive and highly specialised operating room that’s not being used, while they wait for the patient to get there,” she says. “And getting there on time is a spatial problem that we can solve – navigating from home to the hospital, finding parking, and getting to the right place inside the building.” Esri partner, GISi, is currently developing a smartphone app that acts as a concierge service for the patient. “People always get lost in hospitals, so [it helps] navigate you to the right place. Hospitals can save a lot of money just by getting people to their appointments on time, especially for surgery, but it matters for all appointments. And, of course, personalised services tend to increase patient satisfaction,” she says. Asset management, or understanding where all your important equipment is located, is another area of interest that Esri’s software can address. Studies have shown that nurses can walk up to three miles a day just searching for equipment to take care of a patient, whether it’s a wheelchair, an IV pole or pump, or an EKG machine. All of this detracts from the main goal of quality patient care, says Dr. Geraghty. Real-time asset management helps keep the focus of healthcare professionals on the patient.



Evidence-based content enables doctors to make more According to a recent survey by Elsevier, a global information solutions provider, nine out of ten physicians in the Asia Pacific use some form of online search to aid clinical decisionmaking and more than half of all doctors in India, Taiwan, the Philippines, Australia and Indonesia use Google at least two to three times a month. Monica Mak, Marketing Director, Asia Pacific of Elsevier Health Solutions, tells Global Health and Travel that from a medical practitioner’s perspective, the reliability of content found on consumer search engines such as Google is a problem. “Is there a better alternative to go to that is easily accessible, but also [has] content that they are confident they [can] trust?” ClinicalKey, Elsevier’s clinical search engine designed to address physicians’ key search requirements, supplies evidencebased content from the largest collection of medical resources, such as useful point of care information, quick summaries of particular diseases, medical guidelines and a drug database, says Mak. It’s the sort of data that can help them make a faster,
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more accurate decision at every point of care. Doctors may also clarify drug information or a particular question quickly. “Why do doctors feel the need to do [online] searches? Because medicine is a vast and huge subject, and it keeps changing … there are new findings, there are new drugs that are being developed on a daily basis,” she says. Teaching universities in Singapore are using ClinicalKey for medical education purposes as well, she adds.



It’s not like the data was never available, the data’s always been available – it’s just never been used in a meaningful way. perspective, but also from a resource perspective because people can use



Patterns in healthcare data can improve care for patients — Charlie Farah



Director of market development for the healthcare and public sector, Qlik



“There’s going to be significant benefit, not only from a financial perspective, but also from a resource perspective because people can use their time more efficiently,” Farah says. In an email statement provided to Global Health and Travel, Terry Smagh, managing director and vice president for Qlik Asia, said that Qlik’s visual analytics platform has been helping a leading medical group in Singapore to facilitate easier and faster collaboration between departments, reducing the time needed for internal processes. “The increased speed of business also benefits patients. They get their medical reports sooner,” he said. GHT ELSEVIER.COM ESRI.COM HIMSSASIAPAC.ORG/15 QLIK.COM SMARTNATION-FORBES.COM STRAITSTIMES.COM TODAYONLINE.COM UN.ORG



SOURCE: ELSEVIER ASIA PACIFIC



Patients stand to benefit the most from smart health. Data discovery, or uncovering the hidden patterns and trends in healthcare data, allows clinicians to make smarter choices that lead to them being able to treat more patients, says Charlie Farah, Qlik’s director of market development for the healthcare and public sector. Through data discovery, healthcare professionals are given greater insight into improving their practices so they can be considerate in their clinical decisions. For example, junior clinicians may order a suite of pathology tests even though the patient might only need half of these tests because that’s how they were trained, says Farah. Through a trial of a data visualisation tool at a hospital at New South Wales in Australia, junior doctors were able to have a greater appreciation for what it cost the system to run tests that were not relevant to a patient’s treatment. Not only does it reduce patient discomfort by requiring less blood drawn, it also cuts costs. “Patients aren’t getting pricked and put in uncomfortable situations ... From a system perspective, you just get smarter. It’s not like the data was never available, the data’s always been available – it’s just never been used in a meaningful way,” says Farah. Over a brief six-month period, the hospital ended up saving over US$180,000 in just four wards.



A RECENT SURVEY ON THE ONLINE SEARCH HABITS OF DOCTORS AROUND THE REGION.
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